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Abstract:

Visualising implicit surfaces with the ray casting method is a slow procedure. The design cycle of a new
implicit surface is, therefore, fraught with long latency times as a user must wait for the surface to be rendered
before being able to decide what changes should be introduced in the next iteration. In this paper, we present
an attempt at reducing the design cycle of an implicit surface modeler by introducing a progressive refinement
rendering approach to the visualisation of implicit surfaces. This progressive refinement renderer provides a
quick previewing facility. It first displays a low quality estimate of what the final rendering is going to be
and, as the computation progresses, increases the quality of this estimate at a steady rate. The progressive
refinement algorithm is based on the adaptive subdivision of the viewing frustrum into smaller cells. An
estimate for the variation of the implicit function inside each cell is obtained with an affine arithmetic range
estimation technique. Overall, we show that our progressive refinement approach not only provides the user
with visual feedback as the rendering advances but is also capable of completing the image faster than a
conventional implicit surface rendering algorithm based on ray casting.

1

INTRODUCTION

Implicit surfaces play an important role in Computer
Graphics. Surfaces exhibiting complex topologies,
i.e. with many holes or disconnected pieces, can be
easily modelled in implicit form. An implicit surface
is defined as the set of all points x that verify the condition f (x) = 0 for some function f : R3 7→ R.
Modelling with implicit surfaces amounts to the construction of an appropriate function f that will generate the desired surface.
Rendering algorithms for implicit surfaces can be
broadly divided into meshing algorithms and ray casting algorithms. Meshing algorithms convert an implicit surface to a polygonal mesh format, which can
be subsequently rendered in real time with modern
graphics processor boards (Lorensen and Cline, 1987;
Bloomenthal, 1988; Velho, 1996). Ray casting algorithms compute the projection of an implicit surface on the screen by casting rays from each pixel into
three-dimensional space and finding their intersection
with the surface (Roth, 1982).
∗
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Our ultimate goal is to use implicit surfaces as a
tool to model and visualise realistic procedural planets over a very wide range of scales. The function
f that generates the surface terrain for such a planet
must have fractal scaling properties and exhibit a large
amount of small scale detail. Examples of this type of
terrain generating function can be found in the Computer Graphics literature (Ebert et al., 2003). In our
planet modelling scenario, meshing algorithms are
too cumbersome as they generate meshes with a very
high polygon count in order to preserve all the visible
surface detail. Furthermore, as the viewing distance
changes, the amount of surface detail varies accordingly and the whole polygon mesh needs to be regenerated. For these reasons, we have preferred a ray
casting approach because of its ability to render the
surface directly without the need for an intermediate
polygonal representation.
The visualisation of an implicit surface with ray
casting is not without its problems, however. When
the surface is complex, many iterations have to be
performed along each ray in order to locate the intersection point with an acceptable accuracy (Mitchell,
1990). Imaging an implicit surface with ray casting
can then become a slow procedure. This is further

compounded by the fact that an anti-aliased image requires that many rays be shot for each pixel (Cook,
1989).
We propose to alleviate the long rendering times associated with the modelling and subsequent ray casting of complex fractal surfaces by providing a quick
previewer based on a progressive refinement rendering principle. The idea of progressive refinement for
image rendering was first formalised in 1986 (Bergman et al., 1986). Progressive refinement rendering
has received much attention in the fields of radiosity and global illumination (Cohen et al., 1988; Guo,
1998; Farrugia and Peroche, 2004). Progressive refinement approaches to volume rendering have also
been developed (Laur and Hanrahan, 1991; Lippert
and Gross, 1995). Our previewer uses progressive
rendering to visualise an increasingly better approximation to the final implicit surface. It allows the
user to make quick editing decisions without having
to wait for a full ray casting solution to be computed.
Because the rendering is progressive, the previewer
can be terminated as soon as the user is satisfied or
not with the look of the surface.
Our progressive refinement previewing method relies on affine arithmetic to compute an estimate of the
variation of the implicit function f inside some region (Comba and Stolfi, 1993). Affine arithmetic is
a framework for evaluating algebraic functions with
arguments that are bounded but otherwise unknown.
It is a generalisation of the older interval arithmetic
framework (Moore, 1966). Affine arithmetic, when
compared against interval arithmetic, is capable of
returning much tighter estimates for the variation of
a function, given input arguments that vary over the
same given range. Affine arithmetic has been used
with success in an increasing number of Computer
Graphics problems, including the ray casting of implicit surfaces (de Cusatis Jr. et al., 1999). We use
a simpler form of affine arithmetic known as Affine
Form 1 (AF1), which we term reduced affine arithmetic (Messine, 2002). Reduced affine arithmetic,
in the context of ray casting implicit surfaces made
from procedural fractal functions, returns the same
results as standard affine arithmetic while being faster
to compute and requiring smaller data structures.

2

PREVIOUS WORK

One of the best known techniques for previewing
implicit surfaces at interactive frame rates is based
on the dynamic placement of discs that are tangent
to the surface (Witkin and Heckbert, 1994; Hart et al.,
2002). The discs are kept apart by the application of
repulsive forces and are constrained to remain on the
implicit surface. Each disc is also made tangent to

the surface by sharing the surface normal at the point
where it is located. This previewing system relies on
a characteristic of our visual system whereby we are
able to infer the existence of an object based solely on
the distribution of a small number of features on the
surface of that object. This visual trait only works,
however, when the surface of the object is simple and
fairly smooth. If the surface is irregular, an apparently
random distribution of discs is visible and no object is
perceived.
An approximate representation of an implicit surface can be generated by subdividing the space in
which the surface is embedded into progressively
smaller voxels and using a surface classification technique to identify which voxels are potentially intersecting with the surface. One such spatial subdivision method employs interval arithmetic to perform
the surface classification step (Duff, 1992). The subdivision strategy of this method is adapted from an
earlier work and is not suitable for interactive previewing (Woodwark and Quinlan, 1982). One must
wait for the subdivision to finish before any surface
approximation can be visualised unless some additional data processing is added, which will tend to
slow down the algorithm. Another spatial subdivision
method employs affine arithmetic to perform surface
classification and subdivides space with an octree data
structure (de Figueiredo and Stolfi, 1996). The octree
voxels are rendered from back to front, relative to the
viewpoint, with a painter’s algorithm. This subdivision strategy is wasteful as it tracks the entire surface
through subdivision, including parts that are occluded
and that could be safely discarded for a given viewing
configuration.
Rather than performing object space subdivision,
one can also perform image space subdivision in order
to obtain a progressive rendering mechanism. Sample
subdivision in image space was originally proposed
as an anti-aliasing method for ray tracing (Whitted,
1980). Four rays are shot at the corners of each rectangular sample. If the computed colours for these
rays differ by more than some specified amount,
the sample is subdivided into four smaller samples
and more rays are shot through the corners of the
new samples. This type of image space subdivision
can also be used for progressive refinement previewing (Painter and Sloan, 1989; Maillot et al., 1992).
The problem with image space subdivision algorithms
is that they rely entirely on probabilistic methods to
determine when to subdivide the image samples. The
decision to subdivide a sample is based on a probabilistic analysis of the set of rays traced so far in the
neighbourhood of that sample. Because this discrete
set of rays is only an approximation of a continuous
image intensity distribution, wrong subdivision decisions can sometimes occur.

3

RENDERING WITH
PROGRESSIVE REFINEMENT

The main stage of our method consists in the binary
subdivision of the space, visible from the camera, into
progressively smaller cells that are known to straddle
the boundary of the surface. The subdivision mechanism stops as soon as the projected size of a cell on the
screen becomes smaller than the size of a pixel. Information about the behaviour of the implicit function
f inside a cell is returned by evaluating the function
with reduced affine arithmetic. The procedure for rendering implicit surfaces with progressive refinement
can be broken down into the following steps:
1. Build an initial cell coincident with the camera’s
viewing frustrum. The near and far clipping planes
are determined so as to bound the implicit surface.
2. Recursively subdivide this cell into smaller cells.
Discard cells that do not intersect with the implicit
surface. Stop subdivision if the size of the cell’s
projection on the image plane falls below the size
of a pixel.
3. Assign the shading value of a cell to all pixels that
are contained inside its projection on the image
plane. The shading value for a cell is taken from
the evaluation of the shading model at the centre
point of the cell.
The following sections will explain how each of the
steps in our rendering method work, starting with a
presentation of the reduced affine arithmetic framework in Section 3.1. We then explain the geometry
of a cell inside the camera’s viewing frustrum (Section 3.2) and how a cell is subdivided and rendered
(Sections 3.3 and 3.4). We also explain in Section 3.5
how a region of interest can be optionally defined so
as to provide the user with interactive control during
the rendering process.

3.1

Reduced Affine Arithmetic

A variable is represented with reduced affine arithmetic (rAA) as a central value plus a series of noise
symbols. In contrast to the standard affine arithmetic model, the number of noise symbols is constant and can be used to describe the fundamental
degrees of freedom of the problem under consideration (Messine, 2002). In the rendering method that is
being described in this paper, the degrees of freedom
are the three parameters necessary to locate any point
inside the viewing frustrum of the camera. These
parameters are the horizontal distance u along the image plane, the vertical distance v along the same image plane and the distance t along the ray that passes
through the point at (u, v). A rAA variable â has,

therefore, the following representation:
â = a0 + au eu + av ev + at et + ak ek .

(1)

The noise symbols eu , ev and et are shared between
all rAA variables in the system, which allows for
the representation of correlation information between
rAA variables relative to the u, v and t degrees of
freedom. The extra noise symbol ek is included to account for uncertainties in the â variable that are not
shared with any other variable.
Operations on rAA variables are performed by updating the au , av and at noise coefficients with their
new uncertainties and clumping all other uncertainties into the ak coefficient. We give an example of
how rAA operations work by considering the case of
the multiplication between two variables â and b̂ of
the form (1). In the original standard affine arithmetic
framework, the result ĉ = âb̂ would be written as:
ĉ = c0 + cu eu + cv ev + ct et +
+ cka eka + ckb ekb + cn en . (2)
The final error symbols from â and b̂ were written as
eka and ekb , respectively, to make it clear that they are
independent. The new noise symbol en is introduced
to account for the non-linearity of the multiplication
operator. The coefficients for the variable ĉ are:
c0
cu
cv
ct
cka
ckb
cn

= a0 b 0 ,
= a0 b u + b 0 au ,
= a0 b v + b 0 av ,
= a0 b t + b 0 at ,
= b 0 ak ,
= a0 b k ,
= (|au | + |av | + |at | + |ak |)×
(|bu | + |bv | + |bt | + |bk |).

(3)

As a sequence of standard affine arithmetic computations progresses, new noise symbols keep being introduced into the system. For a sufficiently complex
expression, the number of noise symbols that have to
be considered makes the system increasingly difficult
to manage, both in terms of memory requirements and
of computational expense. One technique to keep the
number of error symbols down to a manageable level
is to periodically invoke a procedure called condensation (Stolfi and de Figueiredo, 1997). Condensation
reduces the number of error symbols of a standard affine arithmetic variable at the cost of destroying correlation information. Reduced AA operations are always followed by a condensation step to remove any
extra error symbols that would have been introduced
otherwise. Reduced AA can, therefore, be seen as a
modification of affine arithmetic that employs an aggressive form of condensation. If the variable ĉ in (2)

is condensed into a new variable dˆ with only four erˆ
ror symbols, we will have for the coefficients of d:
d0
du
dv
dt
dk

= c0 ,
= cu ,
= cv ,
= ct ,
= |cka | + |ckb | + |cn |.

(4)

The condensed variable dˆ is now in the rAA form,
according to (1). With the reduced affine arithmetic
framework, all operations are always followed by a
condensation step to keep a constant number of error symbols for every variable throughout the computation. In practice, all operations in reduced affine
arithmetic are modified so that the condensation step
(4) is automatically built into them. The multiplication ĉ = âb̂, that in standard affine arithmetic was
given by (3), now becomes:
c0
cu
cv
ct
ck

= a0 b 0 ,
= a0 b u + b 0 au ,
= a0 b v + b 0 av ,
= a0 b t + b 0 at ,
= |a0 bk | + |b0 ak | +
(|au | + |av | + |at | + |ak |)×
(|bu | + |bv | + |bt | + |bk |).

(5)

Reduced affine arithmetic is more efficient than
standard affine arithmetic because it keeps only the
required minimum amount of correlation information
between all rAA quantities. In our progressive refinement renderer, much faster convergence rates can be
obtained towards the final image by using affine arithmetic in reduced form.
For an implicit surface, the value f (x) at some
point x in space can be computed with reduced affine arithmetic. The rAA representation x̂ of the vector x is a tuple of three rAA coordinates, similar to
(1), where each coordinate has its own independent
noise symbol eki , with i = 1, 2, 3. The rAA vector
x̂ describes not a point but a region of space spanned
by the uncertainties associated with its three coordinates. Evaluation of the expression ŷ = f (x̂) leads to
a range estimate ŷ for the variation of f (x̂) inside the
region spanned by x̂. Knowing ŷ, the average value
ȳ and the variance hyi for that range estimate can be
computed as follows:
ȳ , y0 ,

(6a)

hyi , |yu | + |yv | + |yt | + |yk |.

(6b)

The range estimate ŷ is then known to lie inside
the interval [ ȳ − hyi, ȳ + hyi ]. If this interval contains zero, the region spanned by x̂ may or may not
intersect with the implicit function. This is because

affine arithmetic (both in its standard and reduced
forms) always computes conservative range estimates
and it is possible that the exact range resulting from
f (x̂) may be smaller than ŷ. What is certain is that
if [ ȳ − hyi, ȳ + hyi ] does not contain zero the region spanned by x̂ is either completely inside or completely outside the implicit surface and therefore does
not intersect it.

3.2

The Anatomy of a Cell

A cell is a portion of the camera’s viewing frustrum
that results from a recursive subdivision along the u,
v and t parameters. Figure 1 depicts the geometry
of a cell. It has the shape of a truncated pyramid of
quadrangular cross-section, similar to the shape of the
viewing frustrum itself. Four vectors, taken from the
camera’s viewing system, are used to define the spatial extent of a cell. These vectors are:
The vector o This is the location of the camera in the
world coordinate system.
The vectors pu and pv They represent the horizontal and vertical direction along the image plane.
The length of these vectors gives the width and
height, respectively, of a pixel in the image plane.
The vector pt It is the vector from the camera’s
viewpoint and orthogonal to the image plane. The
length of this vector gives the distance from the
viewpoint to the image plane.
The vectors pu , pv and pt define a left-handed perspective viewing system. The position of any point x
inside the cell is given by the following inverse perspective transformation:
x = o + (upu + vpv + pt )t
= o + utpu + vtpv + tpt . (7)

t0 ve pv

te (u0 pu + v0 pv + pt )
t0 ue pu

Figure 1: The geometry of a cell. The vectors show the
three medial axes of the cell.

The spatial extent of a cell is obtained from the
above by having the u, v and t parameters vary over
appropriate intervals [ ua , ub ], [ va , vb ] and [ ta , tb ].
We must consider how to compute the rAA representation x̂ of this spatial extent. To do so a change of

variables must first be performed. The rAA variable
û = u0 + ue eu will span the same interval [ ua , ub ]
as u does if we have:
u0 = (ub + ua )/2,
ue = (ub − ua )/2.

(8a)
(8b)

Similar results apply for the v and t parameters.
Substituting û, v̂ and t̂ in (7) for u, v and t, we get:
x = o + t0 u0 pu + t0 v0 pv + t0 pt
+ t0 ue eu pu + t0 ve ev pv
+ u0 te et pu + v0 te et pv + te et pt
+ te ue eu et pu + te ve ev et pv .

(9)

The first line of (9) contains only constant terms.
The second and third lines contain linear terms of the
noise symbols eu , ev and et . The fourth line contains
two non-linear terms eu et and ev et , which are a consequence of the non-linearity of the perspective transformation. Since a rAA representation cannot accommodate such non-linear terms they are replaced by the
independent noise terms ek1 , ek2 and ek3 for each of
the three cartesian coordinates of x̂. The rAA vector
x̂ is finally given by:
x̂ = o + t0 (u0 pu + v0 pv + pt )
+ t0 ue pu eu + t0 ve pv ev
+ te (u0 pu + v0 pv + pt )et
+ [xk1 ek1

xk2 ek2

(10)
T

xk3 ek3 ] ,

with
xki = |te ue pui | + |te ve pvi |,

i = 1, 2, 3.

(11)

A consequence of the non-linearity of the perspective projection and its subsequent approximation with
rAA is that the region spanned by x̂ is going to be larger than the spatial extent of the cell. Figure 2 shows
the geometry of a cell and the region spanned by its
rAA representation in profile. Because the rAA representation has been linearised, its spatial extent is a
prism rather than a truncated pyramid. This has further consequences in that the evaluation of f (x̂) is
going to include information from the regions of the
prism outside the cell and will, therefore, lead to range
estimates that are larger than necessary. The linearisation error is more pronounced for cells that exist early
in the subdivision process. As subdivision continues
and the cells become progressively smaller, their geometry becomes more like that of a prism and the discrepancy with the geometry of x̂ decreases2 .
The subdivision of a cell proceeds by first choosing one of the three perspective projection parameters
2

This can be demonstrated by the fact that the terms te ue
and te ve in (9) decrease more rapidly than any of the linear
terms ue , ve and te of the same equation as the latter converge to zero.

Figure 2: The outline of a cell (solid line) and the outline of
its rAA representation (dashed line) shown in profile. The
rAA representation is a prism that forms a tight enclosure
of the cell.

u, v or t and splitting the cell in half along that parameter. This scheme leads to a k-d tree of cells where
the sequence of dimensional splits is only determined
at run time. The choice of which parameter to split
along is based on the average width, height and depth
of the cell:
w̄u = 2 t0 ue kpu k,
w̄v = 2 t0 ve kpv k,
w̄t = 2 te ku0 pu + v0 pv + pt k.

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)

If, say, w̄u is the largest of these three measures,
the cell is split along the u parameter. The two child
cells will have their u parameters ranging inside the
intervals [ ua , u0 ] and [ u0 , ub ], where [ ua , ub ] was
the interval spanned by u in the mother cell. In practice, the factors of 2 in (12) can be ignored without
changing the outcome of the subdivision. This subdivision strategy ensures that, after a few iterations, all
the cells will have an evenly distributed shape, even
when the initial cell is very long and thin.

3.3

The Process of Cell Subdivision

Cell subdivision is implemented in an iterative manner rather than using a recursive procedure. The cells
are kept sorted in a priority queue based on their level
of subdivision. A cell has priority over another if it
has undergone less subdivision. For cells at the same
subdivision level, the one that is closer to the camera
will have priority. The algorithm starts by placing the
initial cell, which corresponds to the complete viewing frustrum, on the priority queue. At the start of
every new iteration, a cell is removed from the head
of the queue. If the extent of the cell’s projection on
the image plane is larger than the extent of a pixel, the
cell is subdivided and its two children are examined.
In the opposite case, the cell is considered a leaf cell
and is discarded after being rendered. The two conditions that indicate whether a cell should be subdivided
are:

ub − ua > 1,
(13a)
vb − va > 1.
(13b)
The values on the right hand sides of (13) are a consequence of the definition of pu and pv in Section 3.2,
which cause all pixels to have a unit width and height.
The sequence of events after a cell has been subdivided depends on which of the parameters u, v or
t was used to perform the subdivision. If the subdivision occurred along t, there will be two child cells
with one in front of the other and totally occluding
it. The front cell is first checked for the condition
0 ∈ f (x̂). If the condition holds, the cell is pushed
into the priority queue and the back cell is ignored.
If the condition does not hold, the back cell is also
checked for the same condition. The difference now
is that, if 0 6∈ f (x̂) for the back cell, a new cell must
be searched by marching along the t direction. The
first cell scanned, at the same subdivision level of the
front and back cells, for which 0 ∈ f (x̂) holds is
the one that is pushed into the priority queue. On the
other hand, if the subdivision occurred along the u or
v directions, there will be two child cells that sit side
by side relative to the camera without occluding each
other. Both cells are processed in the same way. If,
for any of the two cells, 0 ∈ f (x̂) holds, that cell is
placed on the priority queue, otherwise a farther cell
must be searched by marching forward in depth.

Figure 3: Scanning along the depth subdivision tree. Cells
represented by black nodes may intersect with the surface.
Cells represented by white nodes do not. The solid arrows
show progression by depth-first order. The dotted arrows
show progression by breadth-first order.

The process of marching forward from a cell along
the depth direction t tries to find a new cell that has
a possibility of intersecting the implicit surface by
verifying the condition 0 ∈ f (x̂). The process is
invoked when the starting cell has been determined
not to verify the same condition. The reason for having this scanning in depth is because cells that do not
intersect with the surface must be discarded. Only
cells that verify 0 ∈ f (x̂) are allowed into the priority queue for further processing. Figure 3 shows

an example of this marching process. The scanning
is performed by following a depth-first ordering relative to the tree that results from subdividing in t.
The scanning sequence skips over the children of cells
for which 0 6∈ f (x̂). The possibility of scanning in
breadth-first order, by marching along all the cells at
the same level of subdivision, is not recommended because in deeply subdivided trees a very high number
of cells would have to be tested.
As mentioned before, when subdivision is performed along t, the back cell is ignored whenever the
front cell verifies 0 ∈ f (x̂). This does not mean, however, that the volume occupied by this back cell will
be totally discarded from further consideration. The
front cell may happen to be subdivided during subsequent iterations of the algorithm and portions of the
volume occupied by the back cell may then be revisited by the depth marching procedure.

3.4

Rendering a Cell

The shading value of a cell is obtained by evaluating the shading function at the centre of the cell. The
central point x0 for the cell is determined from (10)
to be:
x0 = o + t0 (u0 pu + v0 pv + pt ).

(14)

During rendering, the shading value of a cell is assigned to all the pixels that are contained within its
image plane projection. The centre of a pixel (i, j)
occupies the coordinates cij = (i + 1/2, j + 1/2)
on the image plane. All the pixels that verify cij ∈
[ua , ub ] × [va , vb ] for the cell being rendered will
be assigned its shading value. Any previous shading values stored in these pixels will be overwritten.
This process happens after cell subdivision and before
the newly subdivided cells are placed on the priority
queue. The subdivided cells will overwrite the shading value of their mother cell on the image buffer. The
same process also takes place for leaf cells before they
are discarded. In this way, the image buffer always
contains the best possible representation of the image
at the start of every new iteration.

3.5

Specifying a Region of Interest

A user can interactively influence the rendering algorithm by drawing a rectangular region of interest
(ROI) over the image. The algorithm will then refine
the image only inside the specified region. This is
accomplished by creating a secondary priority queue
that stores the cells that are relevant to the ROI. When
the user finishes drawing the region, the primary
queue is scanned and all cells whose image projection intersects with the rectangle corresponding to that
ROI are transferred to the secondary queue. The algorithm then proceeds as explained in Section 3.3

with the difference that the secondary queue is now
being used. Once this queue becomes empty, the portion of the image inside the ROI is fully rendered
and the algorithm returns to subdividing the cells that
were left in the primary queue. It is also possible to
cancel the ROI at any time by flushing any cells still
in the secondary queue back to the primary queue.

3.6

Some Implementation Remarks

The best implementation strategy for our rendering
method is to have an application that runs two threads
concurrently: a subdivision thread and a rendering
thread. An internal image buffer is used to store the
rendering of the surface as it is being refined. The
subdivision thread requires read-write access to this
buffer while the rendering thread requires read-only
access to the same buffer. The rendering thread is responsible for periodically updating the graphical output of the application with the latest results from the
subdivision thread. Its task is to invoke a single graphics library call that transfers the content of the internal
image buffer to the frame buffer of the GPU card. A
timer is used to keep a constant frame refresh rate.
Except for the periodical invocation of the timer handler routine, the rendering thread remains in a sleep
state so that the subdivision thread can use all the CPU
resources.
It is possible that, on machines with a small amount
of main memory, excessive paging may occur due to
the need to store a large number of samples in the priority queue. We have implemented our application
on a Pentium 4 1.8GHz with 1Gb of memory. All
the results shown in the next section were tested on
this computer and it was found that the use of swap
memory was never necessary. In any case, it is advisable that the data structure used to hold a sample be
as light as possible.

4

RESULTS

Figure 5 on the next page shows four snapshots taken
during the progressive refinement rendering of an implicit sphere modulated with a Perlin procedural noise
function (Perlin, 2002). The last snapshot shows the
final rendering of the surface. The large scale features
of the surface become settled quite early and the latter stages of the refinement are mostly concerned with
resolving small scale details.
Figure 4 shows an implicit sphere modulated with
two and three layers of the Perlin noise function.
Table 1 shows the total number of iterations and the
computation time for the surfaces that were rendered
in Figures 4 and 5. The table also shows the computation time for ray casting the same surfaces by shoot-

Figure 4: An implicit surface with two layers (left) and three
layers (right) of a Perlin noise function.

ing a single ray through the centre of each pixel. The
number of iterations required to complete the progressive rendering algorithm is largely independent of
the complexity of each surface. It depends only on the
image resolution and on the percentage of the image
that is covered by the projected surface.
Table 1: Rendering statistics for an implicit sphere with several layers of Perlin noise.

Layers Iterations
T ime Raycasting
1
350759
27.8s
1m10.4s
2
349465
1m16.8s
4m16.7s
3
359659
3m01.5s
8m51.7s
As estimated by the results in Table 1, previewing by progressive refinement is approximately three
times faster than previewing by ray casting without
anti-aliasing. It should be added that these numbers
do not entirely reflect the reality of the situation because, as demonstrated in the example of Figure 5,
progressive refinement previewing already gives an
accurate rendering of the surface at early stages of refinement. From a perceptual point of view, therefore,
the difference between the two previewing techniques
is greater than what is shown in Table 1.
Figure 6 shows two snapshots of a progressive refinement rendering where a region of interest is active. The surface being rendered is the same two layer
Perlin noise surface that was shown in Figure 4. The
rectangular ROI is defined on the lower right corner
of the image. The portion of the surface that projects
inside the ROI is given priority during progressive refinement.
Figure 7 shows the final rendering result obtained
with our progressive refinement renderer for a procedural planet modelled as an implicit surface and built
from a combination of different types of procedural
noise functions that include Perlin noise, sparse convolution noise and cellular texture noise (Perlin, 2002;
Lewis, 1989; Worley, 1996). The landscape is obtained by modulating the surface of a sphere at a very
small scale.

Figure 5: From left to right, top to bottom, snapshots taken during the progressive refinement rendering of a procedural noise
function. The snapshots were taken after 5000, 10000, 28000 and 350759 iterations, respectively. The wall clock times at
each snapshot are 1.02s, 1.98s, 4.18s and 27.80s, respectively.

Figure 6: Progressive refinement rendering with an active region of interest shown as a red frame. Once rendering is complete
inside the region, refinement continues on the rest of the image.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The rendering method, here presented, offers the possibility of visualising implicit surfaces with progressive refinement. The main features of a surface become visible early in the rendering process, which
makes this method ideal as a previewing tool during the editing stages of an implicit surface modeler.
In comparison, a meshing method would generate
expensive high resolution preview meshes for the
more complex surfaces while a ray caster would be
slower and without the progressive refinement feature. Our rendering method, however, does not implement anti-aliasing and cannot compete with an
anti-aliased ray caster as a production tool. Production quality renderings of some of the surfaces shown
in this paper are typically done overnight, a fact which
further justifies the need for a previewing tool.
It would have been straightforward to incorporate
anti-aliasing into our rendering method by allowing
cells to be subdivided down to sub-pixel size and
then applying a low-pass filter to reconstruct the pixel
samples. There is, however, one issue that prevents
the use of our method for high quality renderings and
which makes such implementation effort not worthwhile. As explained in Section 3.1, the computation
of range estimates with affine arithmetic is always
conservative. This conservativeness implies that some
cells a small distance away from the surface may be
incorrectly flagged as intersecting with it. As a consequence, some portions of the surface may appear
dilated after rendering. The offset error at some point
on the surface is in the same order as the size of a
pixel times the distance to the point. This artifact can
be tolerated during previewing but is not acceptable
for production quality renderings.
We intend in the future to apply our progressive refinement previewing strategy not only to procedural
fractal planets in implicit form but also to implicit surfaces that interpolate scattered data points.
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